
  
Gorbatschow Wodka 

Region/Appellation :Germany  

Country Hierarchy  

 

Vodka Alcohol Content  37.5% 

THE TRUE SPIRIT OF VODKA 

Smooth, clear and pure – those are the three essential attributes that characterise Wodka Gorbatschow. Characteristics 

that vodka connoisseurs have valued for decades. Gorbatschow vodka has been a continuous success story ever since its 

launch in Berlin way back in 1921, and now is both the definite market leader and one of the best-performing spirits 

brands in Germany. Its brand recognition goes hand-inhand with extremely high popularity ratings, which are confirmed 

again and again in market surveys. The familiar “The true spirit of vodka” slogan succinctly expresses the image of the 

brand and the association with purity is confirmed in its taste experience. And the agreeably fine, elegant, smooth taste 

of Wodka Gorbatschow is unrivalled. During its production it is particularly important that all external odours that could 

damage the purity of the distillate are excluded from the very beginning. This is because vodka is such a sensitive 

substance that it can never be allowed to come into contact with any external influences that may affect its aroma. To 

consistently be able to guarantee its outstanding quality and taste, Wodka Gorbatschow is made exclusively from top-

quality products to begin with. The vodka also undergoes a lengthy four-fold cold-filtration process in which any 

undesirable molecules are filtered out. For this purpose the distillate is carefully cooled to minus 12° C and runs through 

freshly active charcoal filters. After four of such filtering processes the vodka has achieved its special purity and optimal 

taste. The extraordinary success of Wodka Gorbatschow is due to a combination of convincing product quality and 

consistent brand management. The design of Wodka Gorbatschow has a high recognition value. In 2015, the brand 

came out with a revamped and more contemporary design: slimmer and streamlined to lend the bottle even more 

elegant and appealing, while keeping the characteristic onion dome look. 
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